
Wild cat hide and seek! 

 
In each of the images below is a hidden wild cat. Can 
you find the wild cats hidden in their natural habitats 

and win the game of hide and seek? 

FIND THE HIDDEN SNOW LEOPARD 



Wild cat hide and seek! 

FIND THE HIDDEN AFRICAN LEOPARD 

FIND THE HIDDEN PUMA 



Wild cat adaptations 

Tails 

Each wild cat species has a very unique tail, adapted to help it  
survive in its natural habitat.  

Many of the wild cat species have long 
tails, which often are used to help them 
balance when climbing. An example is 
the jaguar, who climb onto branches in 
the rainforest and ambush prey from 

above. 

Sometimes a cat has a long tail for a  
different reason, for example a cheetah  

uses its tail like a rudder, allowing it to change 
direction when it is running at top speeds.  

There are lots of wild cats who have 
short tails. Cats with short tails do not 

use them as much and these  
species will spend most of their time on 
the ground. An example is the Lynx, a 
species who is found in woodlands and 

mainly hunts ground dwelling prey.  

Some wild cats have very fluffy tails! 
These cats are found in extremely cold 

climates and need extra fur to keep 
themselves warm. The snow leopard is 

found in freezing climates and uses its tail 
like a scarf to keep  

its nose warm. 



Match the tails! 

LYNX 

 

TIGER 

CARACAL 

 

CHEETAH 

LEOPARD 

 

SNOW 
LEOPARD 

Can you match each cat species in the box below to the correct tail? 



Wild cat adaptations 

Eye Markings 

Wild cats have beautiful markings around their eyes. Although these 
initially look like they have no use, the colour surrounding the eye can tell 

us about the wild cats natural behaviour.  

Some wild cats have dark markings around their eyes. These markings reduce 
glare when hunting in bright sunlight. One of the most obvious examples of 
these dark eye markings is in the cheetah, who not only have black rings 

around the eyes but also dark ‘tear marks’ running down the face. Cheetahs are 
well known diurnal (daytime) hunters and these markings help them to see  

better when hunting on open plains in bright light. 

Alternatively, some wild cats have light markings around their eyes. These 
markings reflect light into the eye when hunting in low light levels. An example 
of this is seen in the Rusty Spotted Cat. This small wild cat found in India and 
Sri Lanka is a nocturnal (night time) predator and the white rings around their 

eyes help them to hunt in the dark. 


